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- GOAL: active music discovery
- MEANS: pitch content analysis
- CHALLENGE: data scarcity (and solution!)
Active Music Discovery
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Versions? 
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**Singing Style Classification**
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Machine Learning for Pitch Analysis
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**Contour Extraction**
- Audio signal
  - Equal loudness filter
  - Spectral transform
  - Frequency/amplitude correction
- Sinusoid extraction
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- Salience function
  - Bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting
  - Time-frequency salience
- Pitch contour creation
  - Peak filtering
  - Peak streaming
  - Contour characterisation
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Audio signal

Sinusoid extraction

Salience function

Pitch contour creation

DSP

Melody selection

Iterative

Melody peak selection

Voice detection

Pitch outlier removal

Melody pitch mean

Octave error removal

Melody pitch mean
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Contour Extraction

Audio signal

- Equal loudness filter
- Spectral transform
- Frequency/amplitude correction

Sinusoid extraction

- Equal loudness filter
- Spectral transform
- Frequency/amplitude correction

Salience function

- Spectral transformation
- Time-frequency salience

Pitch contour creation

- Peak filtering
- Peak streaming
- Contour characterisation

Contour Selection

- Pitch contours
- Melody pitch mean
- Octave error removal
- Melody pitch mean
- Pitch outlier removal
- Melody peak selection

Melody selection

- Iterative
- Melody $f_0$ sequence

DSP
Melodia (Salamon & Gómez, 2012)
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Audio signal

- Equal loudness filter
- Spectral transform
- Frequency/amplitude correction

Sinusoid extraction

- Spectral salience mapping
- Time-frequency salience

Salience function

- Bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting

Peak filtering → Peak streaming → Contour characterisation

Pitch contour creation

- Melody peak selection
- Pitch outlier removal
- Melody pitch mean
- Octave error removal
- Voicing detection
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Audio signal

- Equal loudness filter
- Spectral transform
- Frequency/amplitude correction

Sinusoid extraction

- Spectral peaks
- Time-frequency salience
  - Bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting

Salience function

- Peak filtering
- Peak streaming
- Contour characterisation

Pitch contour creation

MIREX: 75%
MedleyDB: 57%
Contour Classification (Salamon, Peeters & Röbel, 2012)
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### Contour Extraction

- **Sinusoid extraction**
  - Equal loudness filter
  - Spectral transform
  - Frequency/amplitude correction

### Contour Selection

- **Salience function**
  - Spectral peaks
  - Time-frequency salience
  - Bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting

- **Pitch contour creation**
  - Peak filtering
  - Peak streaming
  - Contour characterisation

- **Pitch contours**
- **Melody contour features**
- **Accompaniment contour features**
Contour Classification (Bittner et al., 2015)

Contour Extraction

Audio signal
- Equal loudness filter
- Spectral transform
- Frequency/amplitude correction

Sinusoid extraction
- Spectral bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting
- Time-frequency salience

Salience function
- Peak filtering
- Peak streaming
- Contour characterisation

Pitch contour creation

Contour Selection

Melody $f_0$

Melody peak selection
- Pitch outlier removal
- Melody pitch mean
- Octave error removal

Voicing detection

Contour Extraction 

Contour Selection
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- Melody
- Audio signal
- Sinusoid extraction
- Salience function
- Pitch contour creation
- Melody selection
- Iterative
- Melody $f_0$ sequence
- Spectral peaks
- Time-frequency salience
- Bin salience mapping with harmonic weighting
- Contour characterisation
- Peak streaming
- Peak filtering
- Frequency/amplitude correction
- Spectral transform
- Equal loudness filter
- Melody peak selection
- Voicing detection
- Melody $f_0$ pitch mean
- Octave error removal
- Pitch outlier removal
- Melody $f_0$ pitch mean

Graphical representation:
- Time (s) vs. Frequency (Hz) chart
- Tree-like structure representing contour selection

Legend:
- MARL
- CUSP
Contour Classification (Bosch et al., 2016)

Contour Extraction $\rightarrow$ Contour Selection $\rightarrow$ Melody $f_0$
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Contour Extraction → Contour Selection → Melody $f_0$
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Contour Classification (???, 2017)
Data Scarcity
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Monophonic Pitch Tracker
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- **MIR1K**: 2.2 hr (1000 excerpts), C-Pop
- **RWC-Pop**: 6.8 hr (100 songs), J-Pop
- **MedleyDB (Bittner et al., 2014)**:
  - 7.5 hr (108 songs), varied
- **MedleyDBv2 (coming soon)**:
  - ~17hr (~240 songs), varied

108 songs  
~50 annotator-hours  
20 million songs  
~1057 annotator-years
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- Monophonic Pitch Tracker
- Cleaning + Smoothing
- Sinusoidal Modelling

Graph showing frequency (Hz) over time (s) with peaks and valleys indicating pitch variations.
Data Augmentation: $f_0$ Annotation-by-Synthesis

1. Monophonic Pitch Tracker
2. Cleaning + Smoothing
3. Sinusoidal Modelling
4. Synthesis
Data Augmentation: $f_0$ Annotation-by-Synthesis

Monophonic Pitch Tracker → Cleaning + Smoothing → Sinusoidal Modelling

Mixing ← Synthesis

Frequency (Hz)

Time (s)
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Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

Algorithm 3

Metrics:  A  B  C  D  E

Original data + manual annotations

Synthesized data + automatic annotations
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‣ Active music discovery: user plays active role in retrieval
  ‣ Examples: QBH, search-by-singing-style, computational (ethno)musicology...
  ‣ Require (auto) extraction of pitch content: melody extraction
‣ Melody extraction: classification at contour level
‣ Data scarcity: can’t explore high-capacity (and data hungry) models
‣ Solutions:
  ‣ Crowdsourcing
  ‣ Data augmentation: annotation-by-synthesis
‣ Thanks!
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